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With airplanes, our feet With airplanes, our feet 
are no longer gravity-glued  are no longer gravity-glued  
onto land.  We earthlings  onto land.  We earthlings  
soar upwards to become soar upwards to become 
sky-lings.sky-lings.
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When	we	fly,	the	 
forces are with us: 
Forward, Backward,  
Up and Down.
The breaths we take 
give us a clue to the 
secret ingredient of 
flight!	-	AIR!
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This airplane weighs as much 
as 100 elephants.  How can 
something so heavy get  
off the ground?

1

Intro

Why	do	airplanes	fly?
Airplanes
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1) Thrust Forward
2) Lift Up
3) Drag Back
4) Gravity Down

Four Forces

It is all about 
four uneven forces.

Gravity

Lift
Thrust

Drag

Airplanes



Engines thrust air backwards. 
Thrust pushes the plane forwards. 
There are two types of engines.

3

1) Thrust Forward
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Prop planes have engines similar to 
cars.  Burning fuel pushes pistons 
that turn propellers. The propeller is 
shaped like a twisted wing.  Turning 
propellers, thrust air backwards.   
Thrust pushes the plane forwards. 

Propellers
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Jet engines don`t have propellers.   
Inside, fans squish air into chambers.   
Next, fuel burns.  The exhaust pushes  
backwards. This thrusts the plane forwards.

Jet Engines

Air In Squish Air Burn Exhaust

ExhaustThrust
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The	shape	of	the	wing,	forces	air	to	flow	
faster over the top.  There are two ways to 
think about how wings push or lift the plane 
up.		The	faster	air	from	on	top	flows	over	
the wing and then down to push the plane up.

2) Lift Up
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Try This!  Blow over a piece a  
paper.  See how air pressure  
pushes or lifts the paper up.

Another way to see this, is that the 
faster air on top has lower pressure.  
The slower air under the wing is higher 
pressure.  The higher pressure air  
under the wing pushes the plane up. 
This is called lift.

Wings Lift
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An	airplane's	first	name	is	“air”.	
Air	is	important	to	why	planes	fly.	
We live in a sea of air, atmosphere. 
Earth`s air is 60 miles (100 km) tall.

Air has pressure.  
To recap, differences 
in air pressure from 
above and below the 
wing, push the 
plane up.

Air Pressure
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Bike riders streamline their shape  
so they go faster through the air.
Air in front of planes also pushes back. 
This slows the plane and is called drag.  
During	flight,	the	engines	have	to	 
push harder to overcome drag. 
Drag is useful to slow the plane  
down when we want to land.

3) Drag Back

Air
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When	a	plane	is	flying,	slowing	 
the plane leads to less lift.   
Gravity then pulls the plane down.

4) Gravity Down

A large object  
pulls on smaller  
objects.  This  
is called gravity.  
Gravity pulls  
apples down  
from trees.  
Gravity also  
keeps us on  
Earth.
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Uneven Forces

These are the four uneven forces  
of	flight.		Let's	look	at	how	they	 
make a plane  - with the weight  
of	a	herd	of	elephants	-	fly.	
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From the gate, the plane is slowly  
pushed to the runway.   The engine  
power increases. Thrust pushes  
the plane forward faster and faster. 

Taxi
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Air	flows	fast	over	the	wings.	
Lift, pushes up as gravity pulls down. 
There is a WOW point, where lift up is 
greater than gravity down. Suddenly, the 
plane lifts off the land. The Weight is 
Off	the	Wheels.	WOW!		The	plane	flies.	

Weight Off Wheels - WOW!
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Take Off

Next, lift continues to push  
the plane up into the air.

Airplanes
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Cruise
There is a point where lift up and  
gravity down are even or balanced.   
The plane stops climbing.  Engine thrust 
continues to push the plane forward. 

Lift up equals gravity down.  Forward 
thrust is more than the drag back.
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Control

During	flight,	controls	 
change the plane's direction. 

Rudder

Elevators

Spoiler

Aileron
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Rudder YAW

Rudder moves the  
plane left or right.

Rudder
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Tail elevators move  
the plane up or down.

Elevator PITCH

Elevators
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Ailerons roll the  
plane from side to side. 

Aileron ROLL

Ailerons

Airplanes
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Pilots combine the three controls  
to change the plane's direction 
smoothly.  This is more comfortable 
for the passengers and crew. 

Pilots call the three control  
directions: Yaw, Pitch and Roll.

Combo Controls

Elevator

PITCH

YAWROLL

Ailerons Rudder
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GPS or Global Positioning System is a ring of  
satellites that tell location on and around the  
earth.  This satellite navigation is called sat-nav.

Navigate

Planes	find	their	
way the same way 
as smartphone 
map software.  

They use GPS or 
similar systems.  
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Pilots in airplanes  
communicate by radios 
with ground stations 
for permission to land.

Communicate
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Gravity Down
So how do we bring the plane back to land?

Slowing the engines, 
reduces thrust and 
reduces	air	flowing	
over the wings  
which reduces lift.

Gravity is now stronger than lift.  
Gravity pulls the plane down.

Gravity

Lift

Thrust

Drag
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Spoiler	flaps	increase	drag.		
This reduces the plane's speed too. 

Drag Back

On the ground, Thrust Reversers  
and brakes help slow down the plane.  

spoilers

thrust reverser
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And	so	our	story	of	flight	has	 
come full circle, from the land  
to the sky and back to land again.

Steer & Stop
Like a car, steering moves the  
plane right or left on land.  Brakes  
stop the plane at the new airport.
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Forces of Flight

The	science	of	flight	is	simple.	
     Engines thrust forward.
     Wings lift up.
     Drag slows back. 
     Gravity pulls the plane down.

THRUST
DRAG

LIFT

GRAVITY

Airplanes
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The	first	ingredient	of	why	planes	fly	 
is air.  Engines force air backwards to  
push	the	plane	forwards.		Air	flows	over	
and under wings to lift the plane up.  Air 
resistance drags the plane to slow it down.

Conclusion

Gravity brings the plane, back down to  
earth.  Gravity also holds a circle sphere  
of	air	around	the	earth.		Planes	fly	 
around the world in this atmosphere. 

Now	we	know	why	heavy	airplanes	fly!		 
Simply	said,	flight	is	the	right	combo	of	air	
pressure and thrust, lift, drag and gravity.  

Airplanes



1) In four words,  
    why do airplanes fly?

Here are 8 interesting  
questions about flight.

28

3)THRUST
4) DRAG

1) LIFT

2) GRAVITY
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2) What are three Flight 
Control directions called?

29 Airplanes



3) What are the three  
parts that control the plane?

30

3) Ailerons

1) Rudder

2) Elevators
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4) Why do jet airplanes  
have swept wings and  
engines hanging below?

31

Propeller planes have straight wings.  Jet 
engines are so strong they can cause a  
problem called flutter.  Flutter is uncontrolled 
bending up and down of the wing.   This  
can break the plane.  Swept wings and  
engines below the wing, fix this problem. 

Airplanes



5) Why did the first  
commercial jet aircraft 
called "Comets" crash?

32

Metal fatigue caused cracks  
in the fuselage at the corners  
of the square windows.  This 
caused the planes to crash.
Today, planes have round  
windows.
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6) How much does a wide 
body commercial aircraft 
weigh?

33

At take off, a fully loaded wide-body airplane 
weigh as much as one hundred elephants. 

x 100
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7) Why does the wing`s 
shape change during flight?

34

The wing changes shape to:  
1) Increase lift during take off;
2) Balance forces while cruising;
3) Slow down during landing.

2) Cruise
1) Take off

2.) Cruise

3) Stop

Slats

Flaps

Airplanes
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8) Why do commercial planes  
fly below the speed of sound?

The speed of sound is about 1,234 Kilometers 
per hour (767 miles per hour).  At this speed, 
Drag increases and the airplane is harder to 
control.  Commercial planes are not designed  
to go faster than the speed of sound.  
This picture is a fighter plane going faster than 
the speed of sound.  It is also called breaking 
the sound barrier with a sonic boom! 

Airplanes
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Science of Airplanes
-Why Airplanes Fly! 

Airplane Somehow	seeing	birds	fly,	makes	sense	to	 
us.  But what about an airplane that weighs  
as much as an elephant herd?  How can  
heavy	planes	fly?		See	inside	this	book	 
for the science of engine push; wing lift;  
drag back and gravity down.  Moving air  
is	the	magic	ingredient	that	enables	flight.

Alford   Books

Video
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When you watch this video, 
keep in mind what are  
four forces of flight?



AIRPLANES  VIDEO Script

Airplanes

i-1) Welcome to, Science of Airplanes!
i-2) An Airplane weighs the same as 100 elephants.
i-3) Why do airplanes fly?
i-4) It is all about four uneven forces.
1-1) We start on the ground, at the airport gate.
1-2) After people and luggage are on the plane, the door is closed.
1-3) Next, little cars called tugs, push back the planes from the gates.
1-4) To save weight, Planes do not have reverse gears.
1-5) The engines go faster with the first force.
2-1) ONE, Thrust Forward
2-2) Inside, jet engines, fans squish air.
2-3) Next, the fuel burns.
2-4) The exhaust pushes out the back
2-5) And THRUSTS the plane forward.
2-6) Thrust pushes the plane forward faster and faster.
2-7) Next, two forces push up or pull down against each other.
3-1) TWO, Lift Up
3-2) Air pushes or LIFTS the plane up.
3-3) Here are two ways to think about lift.
3-4) a) Faster air, flows over the wing and then down.  
This pushes the plane up.
3-5) b) Here is another way to see this,  
Faster air on top has lower pressure.
The higher pressure below the more it pushes the plane up.
3-6) Try this! Hold a piece of paper like this. Blow over the top.  
See how air pressure, pushes or lifts the paper up.
3-7) As the plane lifts up, it has to overcome gravity.
4-1) THREE, Gravity Down
4-2) Gravity is larger objects pulling on smaller ones.
4-3) Earth gravity pulls down on the plane
4-4) Gravity is opposite force to Lift.
5-1) There is a point, where lift up is stronger than gravity down.
5-2) It is called WOW or weight Off wheels. The plane takes off.
5-3) The plane leaves the ground with lift! WOW!
5-4) The plane continues to lifts up until ...
6-1) … it Cruises.
6-2) There is a point, where lift up & gravity down are even or balanced.
6-3 )The plane stops climbing up and stays at the same level.
6-4) Engine thrust continues to push the plane forward.
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AIRPLANES  VIDEO Script
7-1) During flight, Controls change the plane's direction.
7-2) Rudder moves the plane left or right.
7-3) Tail elevators move the plane up or down.
7-4) Ailerons roll the plane from side to side.
8) Pilots combine 3 controls to smoothly change the plane's direction.
11-1) Pilots, find their way or navigate the planes with sensors, 
GPS and computers.
12-1) Pilots in airplanes communicate by radios with people in 
ground stations.
12-2) This includes asking for permission to land.
12-3) Hello, can we land?
12-4) Yes, you are cleared to land.
13-1) How do we bring the plane back down to land?
13-2) With help from our good friend, gravity
14-1) Slow the engines, to reduce thrust.
14-2) Less air over the wings, reduces lift.
14-3) Gravity is now stronger than lift.
14-4) Gravity pulls the plane, back down to the ground.
14-5) But we have one More force to talk about.
15-1) FOUR Drag Back
15-2) This force is a bit a drag.
15-3) Air in front pushes or slows the plane back a bit. This force 
is called drag.
15-4) In flight, engines have to push harder because of drag.
15-5) Plane shapes are streamlined to reduce drag during flight.
15-6) When it’s ready to land, the engine slows,
15-7) With less lift, gravity pulls the plane down to the ground
15-8) When, the plane lands,
15-9) Spoiler flaps, increase drag to help slow the plane too.
16-1) Next, Steering moves the plane left or right on land.
16-2) Slow moving engines push the plane forward.
16-3) Brakes stop the plane at the new airport gate.
17-1) So our flight story has come full circle,
17-2 ) from the land to the sky
17-3) and back to land again.
C-1) To close
C-2) May the Forces be with us when we fly.
C-3) Engines Thrust forward.
C-4) Wings Lift up.
C-5) Gravity pulls down.
C-6) Drag pushes back
C-7) Planes fly because of air and 4 forces!
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Somehow	seeing	birds	fly,	makes	sense	to	 Somehow	seeing	birds	fly,	makes	sense	to	 
us.  But what about an airplane that weighs  us.  But what about an airplane that weighs  
as much as an elephant herd?  How can  as much as an elephant herd?  How can  
heavy	planes	fly?		See	inside	this	book	 heavy	planes	fly?		See	inside	this	book	 
for the science of engine push; wing lift;  for the science of engine push; wing lift;  
drag back and gravity down.  Moving air  drag back and gravity down.  Moving air  
is	the	magic	ingredient	that	enables	flight.is	the	magic	ingredient	that	enables	flight.
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